
The power is in the performance. • Dynamic design

• Empowering technology

• Outstanding durability

PowerComm® Table System
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Dynamic Design

PowerComm® supports
technology like no other training
table system. Designed for rigorous
use, PowerComm offers fully
integrated power and data in a
flexible, modular system.

PowerComm supports learning.
Whether the style is interactive
web-based learning or individual
self-paced learning, PowerComm’s
modular design offers options
that work together to provide
the best environment possible.
Whatever you’re trying to
achieve, PowerComm will
help you do it.

In addition to a wide selection
of sizes, shapes, and finish
choices, PowerComm offers
many standard options. For a
more upscale image, veneer
worksurfaces add warmth and
style. Modesty panels, privacy
panels and divider screens come
in multiple sizes. Stand-up height
instructor stations provide a
consistent look, while supporting
any needed equipment. A
wheelchair kit raises workstations
for special clearance requirements.
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Whether it’s a computer lab, classroom, or learning

commons, trust KI to deliver the solution that works

best for your unique needs.

Designed to last.
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Empowering Technology

PowerComm tables offer multiple
options to conveniently bring
power and data to users. Every
table features a beam that accepts
an 8-wire/4-circuit raceway or
a fully hardwired system. Single
tables, or those with nearby
outlet power, can be specified
with non-powered beams.

When it comes to function
and flexibility, PowerComm is
second to none. Cables and
wires are fully concealed within
the beam and legs. The cable
management system features
two fully divided raceways –
eliminating the potential for
interference between data
and electricity.

For increased value in back-
to-back configurations, tables
can share raceways and
privacy screens.

Add the Laptop Garage® to
your PowerComm learning
centers. This brilliant duo
works together seamlessly to
maximize limited space and
encourage collaborative learning.
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PowerComm works in concert with technology-driven

accessories like our Laptop Garage, shown above, to

improve the learning process.

Wield the power of workspace technology.



Outstanding Durability

KI understands the unique
challenges of educational
backdrops. Durability is key,
and every component of the
UL-listed PowerComm system
is built with that concept in
mind. Steel legs and aluminum
beams stand up to the most
demanding environments.

Plus, PowerComm is backed
by KI’s lifetime warranty.
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Tamper-resistant fasteners – Added security
is designed into every PowerComm table.
All exposed fasteners are tamper-resistant.

Adjustable glides – 11⁄4" glide adjustment is
possible, without having to access the underside
of the table feet.

Table surfaces – PowerComm surfaces may
be finished in post-formed laminate, solid
wood edge with laminate, or wood veneer.

Floor or top infeed – The PowerComm table system lets you access power sources from either
the floor or the ceiling.

PowerUp® – Bring power and data access
directly to users with optional PowerUp modules.
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CPU holder – Optional CPU holders adjust
vertically and horizontally, and can pull out for
easy access to the back panel.

Shared legs – Using shared legs on PowerComm
tables saves money and provides additional
user space.

Wheelchair accessibility – An optional kit
raises worksurfaces to 32” to accommodate
special clearance requirements.

Optional hardwiring – Individual electrical
outlets are available for hardwired applications.

Back-to-back arrangements – Create efficient
spaces by placing tables back-to-back, allowing
them to share privacy screens and power
access points.

User-accessible beam – Users can easily
access wires in the PowerComm beam,
even when the tables are placed back-to-back.

8-wire/4-circuit harness – Installation of
PowerComm tables is made easy with
pre-wired 8-wire/4-circuit power harnesses.
Cutouts are also provided to accept many
standard data plates.

Brushed grommet – Minimize dirt and dust
inside the leg with brushed grommets, standard
on all PowerComm tables.
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You make the rules.
We make the rest.®

Of course KI solutions work better
for you. They’re made for you.
No one pays more attention to
customer needs than we do. We
don’t design our furniture to win
awards (even though it does).
We don’t rely on one-size-fits-all
solutions (even though they would
make our life easier). We find out
what the market needs. And, we
make it. The same applies to our
service, distribution ... everything
we do. KI solutions work, because
we’re working for you.
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